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Editors’ Note
Two decades ago, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconcilia-

tion Act came into effect, a landmark event in our country’s tortured efforts to take on
poverty. The simple purpose of this Pathways issue is to examine whether that reform
delivered as intended and whether it’s time to undertake a new round of reform. We
have asked key leaders from industry, politics, and academia to weigh in on these two
questions. The articles in this issue have been drawn in part from a conference on welfare reform at the Brookings Institution that was organized by Marianne Bitler, Hilary
Hoynes, and James Ziliak.
The cynic who makes a quick pass through the articles in this issue might argue that
nothing ever changes in the world of U.S. welfare debates. We’re still worrying about the
large number of prime-age workers who are not working. We’re still debating whether
welfare programs are increasing the size of this nonworking population by creating
disincentives to work. We’re still discussing whether marriage is an antidote to poverty.
And we’re still adopting positions on these issues that can be reliably predicted by that
single variable—political party—that is becoming the great binary of our time.
But these questions, as important as they are, are not the only ones that today’s
reformers are discussing. There is also a new and more disruptive debate that’s fast
emerging and that shows up throughout this issue. We’re referring to the debate
between advocates of thick and thin reform, where “thick reform” is all about building
new and innovative welfare-preserving institutions, while “thin reform” is all about daring to think about institution-free approaches to poverty. This new debate may prove to
be the poverty debate of the 21st century.
The classic thin reform, as laid out by Sam Altman and Elizabeth Rhodes, is that
of basic income. It of course relies on the “institution” of money, but otherwise it’s
thin in the sense that it lets money itself do all the poverty-abating work. It’s that rare
anti-poverty proposal that, instead of championing some new program or service, is
instead about providing the money needed to take advantage of existing jobs, programs,
and services. The other main thin reforms are those that look to Silicon Valley innovations, like machine learning or big data, to reduce poverty by lowering transaction
and information costs (e.g., efficiently matching workers to jobs) or to usher in a new
evidence-based policy world. These “thin reform” movements are post-ideological in the
sense that they draw widely from all ideological quarters.
The thin-reform movement, as popular as it is, coexists with an emerging thickreform movement that looks to new institutions to solve new problems. How should we
respond to the gig economy and the specter of rising displacement? The thick-reform
answer: We need new flexicurity-styled social insurance institutions of the sort that Elizabeth Warren describes. How should we deal with low rates of prime-age employment
and the possibility of further automation-induced declines? The thick-reform answer:
We need new public jobs programs of the sort that H. Luke Shaefer and Kathryn Edin
have previously described in Pathways. These thick-reform proposals, which come principally from the left, rest on the view that we need another New Deal and that we’re well
past the time when simply patching up existing institutions will suffice.
We dedicate this issue to nourishing this emerging debate between thin and thick
reforms. If the landscape of 21st-century poverty is truly to be transformed, it will likely
reflect how this new debate—not just the old one—is decided.

—David B. Grusky, Charles Varner, Marybeth Mattingly, and Stephanie Garlow

Past, Present, and Future of Welfare

Newt Gingrich

Former Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives

Bruce Reed

Former Director of the Domestic Policy Council

Diane Schanzenbach

Director, Hamilton Project;
Senior Fellow, Brookings Institution; Professor, Northwestern University
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This conversation, which was the keynote at the Brookings
Institution conference titled “The 20th Anniversary of Welfare
Reform,” has been edited for clarity and length. To listen to the
full conversation, please visit: inequality.stanford.edu/welfarereform-conversation.

DIANE SCHANZENBACH: I want to start with a couple of questions about the history of welfare reform. Mr. Speaker, the basic
question for you is: How did we get there? What sort of intellectual and political groundwork was done prior to the signing
of the 1996 law?
NEWT GINGRICH: From our side, welfare reform started during Ronald Reagan’s first campaign for governor of California,
and with his efforts to get an Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) waiver and to move toward a workfare model.
Under a workfare model, welfare recipients have to meet certain
participation requirements to continue to receive welfare benefits. For me personally, welfare reform took off in two stages.
The first stage was in the mid-1980s, when Charles Murray
wrote Losing Ground. I think that book is still the most decisive
explanation of the fact that the real cost of welfare is not borne
by the taxpayers who pay for it, but by the people who receive it
because it’s so devastating in its cultural and social impact. That
book moved a lot of us toward a replacement model of thinking.
Former Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson, former Michigan Governor John Engler, and several others started trying to
figure out how to rethink welfare and move back toward a focus
on work. The second stage for me was Marvin Olasky’s book,
The Tragedy of American Compassion, which is still the most trenchant analysis of what happened to thinking about the poor over
the last century or so.
When we all came in, Bill Clinton had run on ending welfare as we know it. Now, being Clinton-esque, one didn’t know
exactly what he meant by that, but it’s a great phrase. Everybody
who was conservative assumed he meant work. Everybody who
was liberal assumed he meant a lot more money. And he was
having to say, “Yes, I’m with both of you.” But he had set a standard that was way, way to the right of the Democratic Party at
the time. So we were in a position to have a common dialogue
around welfare reform. Ron Haskins was one of the key players
on the House side, and the governors played a big role in helping us shape the legislation because we wanted it to be doable.
And then we had a fairly significant fight internally between
people who wanted to marginally change the system and people
who believed you had to make a real break, and ultimately that’s
the fraction that won.
We passed it twice after attaching it to Medicaid reform, and
the president cheerfully vetoed it, hiding behind Medicaid. We
faced a real decision: Do we continue to pass a welfare reform
bill that we know Clinton will veto? If we do that, then we’ll
have welfare reform as an issue in the midterm elections. Wel-

fare reform was very popular among voters, including among
people on welfare. But others—including Louisiana Rep. Jim
McCrery—argued for passing welfare reform as a freestanding
bill. This strategy would make it much harder for Republican
presidential candidate Bob Dole to win but would almost guarantee that House Republicans would be reelected. We had not
been reelected since 1928. We had held the House twice in 1946
and 1952, but we had never been reelected. We made the decision to pass welfare as a freestanding bill, and I was the guy who
got to call Dole’s campaign manager, Scott Reed, and say: “We
hate to tell you this, but we just bailed out on you.” I think they
took it as a very serious blow to their campaign.
SCHANZENBACH: Bruce, I imagine you agree with about 90
percent of that. Is that right?
BRUCE REED: I think the history starts a little earlier than that,
with Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s work in the 1960s, and with
failed efforts in both the Nixon and Carter administrations to
reform welfare. Joe Califano, former U.S. secretary of health,
education, and welfare, called welfare reform the Middle East of
domestic policy. Governors started experimenting with welfare
in the 1980s, and that led to the Family Support Act of 1988,
which revised the AFDC program to emphasize work, child
support, and family benefits. That act was a step in the right
direction, but most of us felt that it was missing the central part
of what would make welfare reform work, which was real work
requirements.
Clinton had built his career around welfare in Arkansas. He
had spent more time in welfare offices than any other president.
He came from a poor state and understood what a difference it
would make. It became the centerpiece of his campaign in part
because welfare had become a symbol of everything that was
wrong with government and politics. As far as government goes,
it was good intentions gone wrong. And as far as politics goes,
there had been more division and demagoguery and less real
action and progress on this issue than just about any other. Even
before the beginning of the campaign, we saw that the people
who were the angriest about the welfare system were the people
trapped in it. It certainly went against Democratic orthodoxy to
take such a strong stand, but I think Clinton recognized that our
politics needed dramatic change, that this risk was worth taking,
and that we could build a social contract around work.
The first thing he did when he came into office was to expand
the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), which had been a bipartisan idea up until then. I think he firmly believed that if you ask
people to go to work, and you reward them for going to work,
and you make work pay better than welfare, then they would
go to work. I don’t think anyone who lived through 1995–1996
would get particularly nostalgic about the tenor of American
political life during that time. But it demonstrated that bold
promises are harder to keep, but also harder to stop. And the
American people got behind it. The experts all told us it couldn’t
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The experts all told us it couldn’t work. They said people
wouldn’t go to work or look for work. They said employers
wouldn’t hire them or keep them. They said welfare offices
couldn’t help people find work. I think the experts were proven
wrong by the people on welfare who left for work.
– Bruce Reed
work. They said people wouldn’t go to work or look for work.
They said employers wouldn’t hire them or keep them. They said
welfare offices couldn’t help people find work. I think the experts
were proven wrong by the people on welfare who left for work.

things he could restore in the next Congress, but that the chance
to pass a historic welfare reform bill might not come around
again. So he decided to keep his promise and sign it, and in the
next couple of years, he was able to restore most of those cuts.

SCHANZENBACH: Did you write this other sound bite of his,
“The best anti-poverty program is still a job”? I thought that was
a great Clinton line.

SCHANZENBACH: It seems like not a lot is getting done in D.C.
these days. Things seemed different 20 years ago. Was it easier
to work together back then? Is it still possible to get good things
done in Congress?

REED: I’m not sure that was even original to Bill Clinton, but that
was the centerpiece of our philosophy. Work is the best ticket
out of poverty, and if we can’t do anything about the decline in
marriage, it may be the only ticket out of poverty. We have to do
everything we can to support people who want to work, and to
help the working poor make it to the middle class.
SCHANZENBACH: Bruce, there were some real problems with
the final bill that he signed, such as the devastating cuts against
illegal immigrants. Why did he choose that one to sign?
REED: The first bill that he vetoed was part of the bill that blockgranted Medicaid and shut down the government. The second
welfare bill that the president vetoed was identical to the first.
The only reason they sent it to us was that Leon Panetta, who
was the director of the Office of Management and Budget, went
on the Sunday shows in December 1995 and was asked, “If the
president was sent that same welfare reform as a standalone bill,
would he sign it?” And Leon, without consulting anyone, said
no. The speaker and his colleagues said, “Whoa, this could be a
really good opportunity.” They sent the bill to us right away, and
the president was really ticked off that we had to veto the same
bill all over again. The third time was a different story. We’d been
able to get a number of changes that we wanted on the welfare
side. We were quite happy with the welfare-to-work provisions
that had a lot more money for child care, good incentives on
the states, real work requirements, and terrific child support
enforcement provisions. The poison pills instead were totally
unrelated to welfare, and that’s what made it such a painful decision for the president. He ultimately decided that the cuts in
benefits for illegal immigrants and the cuts in food stamps were

GINGRICH: Bill Clinton had been governor of a small Southern
state, and he was used to dealing with a legislature. The enormous Balanced Budget Act was much, much harder than welfare
reform. I think we figured out we’d spent part or all of 35 days
negotiating face-to-face. We also had the great advantage that
Clinton and I were policy wonks. It was like being in a graduate seminar. We both BS’ed constantly. It was just unbelievable.
When you try to govern at a distance from the Congress, it’s
very hard to get things done. People underestimate how really
human politics is, including the legislative process. Bill Clinton likes people, and that makes it much easier to deal with
him. Once you’re talking, he can’t help himself. He has to get
engaged. And now you can get something done.
REED: I agree with all that. I don’t think that the times were that
different. Maybe the makeup of the respective caucuses was a
little bit different, but I think there’s an underappreciated divide
in this town between those who see politics as a quest for power
and those who see it as a contest of ideas. As bitter as it was
in the mid-1990s, it was definitely a contest of ideas. That’s an
exciting thing to be part of. I think that one lesson of welfare
reform and the balanced budget agreement is that it may be
easier to get bipartisan agreement with big, bold ideas than with
timid, small ones. Honorable compromise is easier when both
sides can walk away with something big that they believe in,
even if they have to accept something else from the other side.
In that kind of agreement, you’re likely to get better outcomes
because both sides will push their best ideas to the front, and
drop the ones that were there just to keep their bases happy.
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SCHANZENBACH: How have the politics around poverty, work,
and welfare reform changed over the last 20 years?
GINGRICH: We tend to forget that we were reforming only one
small piece of the enormous entitlement system. I think there
were 187 different entitlement programs and bureaucracies, and
many of them now dwarf the traditional welfare program. Look
at the size of disability, look at the size of EITC—the system has
now become so cumbersome and so screwed up. I’ll give you
an example. Journalist Sam Quinones wrote a book, Dreamland:
The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic. It’s a mind-blowing
book, and one of the things that he does in the book is explore
this chain that connects disability benefits, Medicaid, Walmart
theft, and OxyContin and heroin abuse. He describes this entire
ecosystem that virtually no one in D.C. knows anything about.
My point is that we haven’t even begun to identify the ecosystems
that we have to fix. We don’t understand all these relationships.
If you come rushing in and say, I want to take care of Entitlement No. 17, you have no idea about the consequences because
we haven’t made the initial investment to understand the system
that we need to reform.
SCHANZENBACH: If we were to commission a new Moynihan
report today, what would it cover?
GINGRICH: If you want to do a commission, get people out of
D.C. and send them to about 25 different places. Tell them to
imagine they are detectives in a detective story and just listen to
everybody. When you’re done, put it in a mound and try to figure
out what the hell it means. Nobody in public office today has any
clue how dense and complex the system is. People in the bottom
fifth of American life have adjusted to the governmental infrastructures in which they operate. My mother-in-law has a friend
in a very small town in Wisconsin who has figured out every
angle of getting on and off disability, unemployment, and two
or three other programs. She has developed a model to optimize
her capacity to live off the taxpayer.
REED: I’m having this amazing flashback. During the second
government shutdown, right after Christmas, we were all gathered in the Cabinet room, and the president and the speaker were
sitting on the same side of the table with Bob Dole in between.
We started talking about welfare reform, and the president and
the speaker started bouncing ideas off each other: “What will
you do to reduce poverty?” “Have you read this book?” “Have
you read that book?” It went on for what seemed like hours. And
Bob Dole sat there thinking, “Haven’t I suffered for my country
enough?”
SCHANZENBACH: I want to ask a series of questions about what
we’ve learned over the last 20 years about what it means to have
a social contract built around work. Under the 1996 law, the
federal-state matching grant for welfare spending was replaced
by a fixed block grant. The block grant has eroded in real terms
and the population has shifted, so places that received relatively

small block grants now have larger poor populations. One of
the challenges we’ve faced over the last 20 years is what I would
call the cyclical problem. The block grant didn’t respond during
the Great Recession, so there wasn’t any more money available,
even though there were a lot more poor people. Are you comfortable with how the block grant is set up? Should we be doing
something different?
REED: I don’t think it’s fundamentally a problem with the block
grant. There was a reason why Bill Clinton was vehemently
opposed to a Medicaid block grant and not as concerned about
an AFDC block grant. A Medicaid block grant would put all that
money up for grabs in the state legislatures, which means you
could have a situation where the nursing home lobby could grab
all that money for seniors and nothing would be left for poor
kids. With welfare, states were already able to set benefit levels
wherever they wanted. The downside was not nearly as great as
some people thought. What’s been disappointing in the last 20
years is how the states have handled the money they’ve received.
In the first decade, there was a lot of pressure on the states to
move people from welfare to work, and they had a lot of success.
In the last decade, there’s been much less focus and less success. As to the structure of the block grant, we could certainly
use an inflation adjustment and a population adjustment. But
more than that, we need to figure out how to keep the states’ feet
to the fire so they actually continue to put people to work. That’s
harder when caseloads are smaller, but the need is still there.
SCHANZENBACH: We’ve also experienced stagnant wage
growth, especially for people with low skills, who are exactly the
people who moved into the labor market as a result of welfare
reform and the expansion of the EITC. Should we be considering policies that would help address the fact that there’s been no
real wage growth?
GINGRICH: If somebody asked me to design the next layer of
reform, I wouldn’t reform the Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) program. I would start by trying to understand the ecosystem within which it operates, and I would try to
understand that this is a motion picture, not a Polaroid picture.
You want to get somebody in the habit of working, then you
want to get them the skills to do better work, and then you want
to help them network to get a better job. The goal has to be to
figure out a way to get people on escalators where, over a 5-, 10-,
15-year period, they rise out of poverty and begin to enter the
lower middle class or the middle class. We don’t think holistically about all the pieces. There is very deep crisis of the whole
system. You can look at Charlotte, Baltimore, and Milwaukee,
and look at the underlying patterns, and realize there are whole
communities that ought to be pretty angry. The system doesn’t
work. The schools don’t work. The neighborhoods don’t work.
The safety system doesn’t work. There aren’t jobs available. The
ability to start jobs is killed by city bureaucracies and taxes. Why
do people end up being really angry and being potentially triggerable? There’s a seething sense for a substantial number of
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You shouldn’t see the 1996 act as the last dance. Let’s say it
only worked for three-quarters of people who were on welfare.
That’s a pretty good victory. ... Now we need a new welfare
reform bill for the one-fourth who weren’t met by the last bill.
– Newt Gingrich
people that, whatever the American dream was, it isn’t theirs.
I think what we achieved was extraordinary, and it was a pretty
good model of bipartisan negotiating and getting something
done. Local welfare offices learned how to be employment
offices. It was an amazing and rapid transition. But it was tiny.
We didn’t think about all the other components.
We have an anti-male system. We may have thought we were
doing the right thing by requiring fathers to help provide support for their children. But if you’re in prison, by the time you
get out, the amount that you owe has built up so much that it’s
hopeless. We haven’t thought through these kinds of permutations. We need to put the whole thing together and realize
that this is an ecosystem with linkage points. If you’re going to
change A, you’d better know what it means for X. Because if you
don’t, you could do extraordinary damage, even with the best of
intentions.
REED: There’s a lot that we need to do outside of welfare to deal
with the downward pressures on wages and the fact that returns
to labor have not nearly kept up with returns to capital in recent
years, which is only going to continue with automation and innovation. We need to figure out ways to make more workers into
owners. There are concrete things that we can do for low-income
workers—increase child care availability, raise the minimum
wage, expand the EITC. The next big set of unfinished business
is with low-income men and fathers. We did what we could, but
we haven’t done nearly enough for this demographic to expand
work and opportunity and demand more responsibility.
SCHANZENBACH: I would add that we especially need to be
thinking a lot more about formerly incarcerated individuals.
Let’s talk more about how states have been spending their block
grant. When the president signed the welfare reform bill, he
also said, “The states asked for this responsibility. Now, they
have to shoulder it and not run away from it.” Everyone thinks
the states did some great work in the first 5 to 10 years or so.
But, over time, state policies have dramatically shifted. Today
only about half of the block grant on average is spent on the core
activities of cash assistance, child care, and work-related activities and supports. Only 8 percent of the block grant on average
is spent on work-related activities and supports. Additionally,

there’s a lot of cross-state variation in how states spend their
TANF funds. For example, Georgia only spends 15 percent of its
TANF funds on those three core areas. I think there’s evidence
that states are kind of using this as a slush fund, and using the
block grant money to supplant money that they were spending
from their regular budgets, and spending that money in other
places. Did you anticipate that this would happen? Do you agree
that this is happening? What do you think about how the block
grant has played out in practice?
REED: I’d say the states should be spending more on work. I
wouldn’t necessarily call it a slush fund. Part of why they’re
spending less on TANF is their caseload is way down, so they’re
spending it on other things. We can argue about whether that’s
the best use of that money. I think there has been very little innovation or experimentation with new ways to get people to work.
I’d love to see states experimenting more with subsidized private sector employment. I’d love to see more state EITCs. This
isn’t just a welfare reform problem. On a lot of issues, the laboratories of democracy are not as active as they were in the 1980s
and 1990s. Maybe that’s a response to their own political problems and to polarization; maybe it’s that Washington has been
busier, and they are dealing with what Washington has done.
But from welfare to a host of other issues, there haven’t been
enough ambitious experiments or enough governors who are
willing to stake their futures on it.
SCHANZENBACH: House Speaker Paul Ryan wants to blockgrant large parts of the social safety net. Knowing what we’ve
learned from TANF, what do you think of that?
REED: The countercyclical role that the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) played in the last recession is an
argument against block-granting it. Governors already have a lot
of funds that they could be doing more with, and they have the
capacity to raise or re-prioritize funds. One of the great things
about welfare reform was that it ended the finger-pointing
match between states, localities, and the federal government
about who was responsible for people on welfare, and whose
fault it was that it wasn’t working. We made it very clear that
the responsibility belonged first and foremost to the states. The
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federal government would watch over it and provide money. On
any issue, it’s good to know who’s supposed to be accountable
and who’s on point.
SCHANZENBACH: Mr. Speaker, any cautionary tales from the
block grant?
GINGRICH: Part of the reason that we designed the block grant
the way we did is that we assumed the states would, at times,
be capricious. And the block grant was a bipartisan negotiated
effort to keep it under control. But I think there’s a deeper part
of this. My impression is that today you don’t have any kind of
driving vision of what success would be in state politics. Imagine that you represent Flint, Michigan. The amount of time and
energy you’d have available right now to think about welfare
reform would be zero. And so you check off things. And I think
to some extent welfare reform became a check-off. We’ve done
it. It’s working fine. I don’t have to think about it. Next topic.
The other challenge, which almost nobody in D.C. wants to talk
about, is the degree to which you have theft on an astonishing
scale because the federal bureaucracy is so utterly incompetent.
Billions and billions of dollars are just stolen from taxpayers.
Our estimate is that theft from Medicare and Medicaid totals
$110 billion per year. A responsible Washington would ask,
“What would it take to thoroughly modernize the information
systems so that we know who needs what, who is getting what,
and who is getting services that they don’t need?”
SCHANZENBACH: The research has revealed a distribution of
impacts. The majority of people who were exposed to welfare
reform became gainfully employed. We don’t have strong numbers, but we’d probably say about three-quarters were success
stories. But the one-quarter that were left behind have high barriers to work. The data indicate that a large share suffer from
substance abuse and mental health problems, and there are
many, many children in these households. I think the consensus is that the TANF program and the social safety net are failing
them. What more should we be doing for them? Is there a way to
reach out, or are they just collateral damage?

REED: One of the reasons that we designed the bill as we did is
that welfare caseloads were at a record high and states were overwhelmed. Local offices couldn’t differentiate between people
who needed a lot of help and people who were briefly down on
their luck. We anticipated that states would need to make special
provisions for about 20 percent of people. I don’t know if that’s
exactly how it has turned out. We need to keep making sure
there is a path to work for people who are eager to work. We’re
not done building a strong enough safety net for the working
poor to lift themselves out of poverty. For those in the toughest
of circumstances, we need to be conducting more state pilots,
looking for new answers, and figuring out whether their barriers
are insurmountable. I spend a lot of time working on a project
about the future of work. There are plenty of somewhat frightening aspects about the changing nature of work, but one exciting
aspect is that the barriers to entry of work are getting lower and
lower. We are in a position where certain types of work could
become available to anybody who is able to work. It becomes all
the more important to do everything we can to help the disabled
and unable to work to get to a place where they can give it a shot.
GINGRICH: You shouldn’t see the 1996 act as the last dance.
Let’s say it only worked for three-quarters of people who were
on welfare. That’s a pretty good victory. Then you ought to ask
what do we do next. Now we need a new welfare reform bill for
the one-fourth who weren’t met by the last bill. To answer the
question more broadly, we should eliminate the concept of disabilities and replace it with the concept of capabilities, except
for the most extraordinary circumstances. If you’re a 32-year-old
truck driver with a bad lower back, we should test you for all the
things you can do, and get you back into the game. I recently
attended a military event with wounded warriors who had everything from PTSD to traumatic brain injury to amputations.
Everyone there talked about how important it was to have something—archery, volleyball, anything—that they could invest in
and socialize around. If we take the people who are currently on
disability and apply the same intensity to helping them that we
apply to wounded warriors, you could probably find a way for
most of them to enjoy dramatically more complete lives.
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The Unsuccessful
Family Experiment

DANIEL T. LICHTER

T

he 1996 welfare reform bill was mainly
oriented toward promoting work. Right?
For those who believe that standard formulation, it might be surprising to learn that
the bill in fact begins with this line: “Marriage
is the foundation of a successful society.”1
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The bill then laments the rise in out-of-wedlock births and
outlines its objectives:
(1) provide assistance to needy families so that children may
be cared for in their own homes or in the homes of relatives;
(2) end the dependence of needy parents on government benefits by promoting job preparation, work, and marriage;
(3) prevent and reduce the incidence of out-of-wedlock
pregnancies and establish annual numerical goals for
preventing and reducing the incidence of these pregnancies; and
(4) encourage the formation and maintenance of two-parent
families.
In a bill that is now known for reorienting the social safety
net toward work, it is often forgotten that many of its goals
revolved around family formation. In fact, the bill represented a
major social experiment with the American family.
The law provided money for states to implement initiatives
promoting healthy marriages. The specifics were left to the
states, but possibilities included public advertising campaigns
on the value of healthy marriages, marital skills training, and
divorce reduction programs.
My question in this article is simple: Did this social experiment work? Did the law promote marriage, foster healthy
relationships, and reduce nonmarital fertility? To answer this
question, I look at trends in marriage, cohabitation, and nonmarital fertility.
FIGURE
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Source: U.S. Decennial Census (1950–1990) and the Annual Social and Economic
Supplement of the Current Population Survey (1993–2015).

The Retreat from Marriage

If we start by looking at marriage trends, we see that the percentage of women who are married has declined steadily over
the past half century, while divorce rates have remained steady.
There’s little evidence that welfare reform contributed to a
rebound in marriage.
Moreover, welfare reform does not seem to have affected the
trend toward delaying marriage, with both men and women first
tying the knot at much older ages than ever before. In 2015, the
median age for men marrying for the first time was 29.2, up
from 27.1 in 1996 and 23.2 in 1970. For women, the median age
was 27.1 in 2015, up from 24.5 in 1996 and 20.8 in 1970.2
It’s important that we also consider the populations most
affected by welfare reform. When we do so, the main conclusion
does not change: The decline in marriage is even more rapid
among those with low levels of education. In 2008, 60 percent
of those without a college education had married by age 30,
down from 75 percent in 1990.3
The foregoing results make it clear that welfare reform did
not reverse ongoing trends. Did it at least slow them down? This
is hard to evaluate because we do not have a counterfactual. It is
entirely possible that the trends would have been more extreme
absent welfare reform.

The Role of First Unions

We should not, of course, focus exclusively on marriage rates.
As discussed above, marriage had been declining well before
passage of the 1996 welfare reform bill. Maybe it was too great a
feat to expect welfare reform to stem the tide.
But if young adults are delaying marriage or rejecting it
altogether, what is replacing this fundamental institution? The
answer: cohabitation.
In fact, the fall in marriage rates is completely matched by
the rise in cohabitation. In 1995, 40 percent of women aged 15
to 44 were currently in a first marriage. By 2006–2010, only 36
percent of women were in a first marriage, a 4-percentage-point
drop that perfectly matches the rise in cohabitation rates, to 11
percent from 7 percent.4 Indeed, demographers have shown that
the age at first union has not changed at all in American society—what’s changed is whether that first union is cohabitation
or marriage.
The increase in cohabitation has been particularly pronounced among those women most at risk of receiving
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). As Figure 2
shows, among women without a high school degree, 70 percent
now cohabit as their first union.5
What happens after cohabitation? If these cohabiting unions
segue into marriage, then maybe cohabitation doesn’t fundamentally undermine the goals set forth by the welfare reform
law. Or if these cohabiting unions represent long-term stable
relationships, then maybe the framers of welfare reform were
relying on outdated ideas about family formation.
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FIGURE 2. Percentage of Women Whose First Union Was Cohabitation,
Aged 22 –44
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But neither of those alternative interpretations appears
to hold true. Instead, a large share of cohabiting unions end
with the partners breaking up. For those with at least a college
degree, about 24 percent of cohabiting couples transition to
marriage annually, a rate that hasn’t changed much over the
past two decades. But those with the lowest levels of education
are far less likely today than they were 20 years ago to marry
their cohabiting partner. For cohabiting individuals with less
than a high school degree, the likelihood of transitioning into
marriage in any given year is 10 percent, down from 30 percent in the early 1990s.6

share of women of childbearing age.
Given the record number of nonmarital births, it’s worth
asking how unwed mothers fare in the marriage market and
whether their fortunes changed after welfare reform. In work
with Deborah Roempke Graefe, I found that women who have
children outside of marriage continue to face significant disadvantages. They are no more or less likely to marry than they were
before welfare reform, but when they do marry, they’re now
more likely to marry a disadvantaged partner.9
Finally, alongside this rise in out-of-wedlock births, we’ve seen
an increase in the complexity of children’s living arrangements.
The share of children who live only with their never-married
mother has increased sharply since 1990, and more children
now live with grandparents, same-sex couples, cohabiting couples, foster parents, adoptive parents, or divorced parents. The
key conclusion here: Many more children across the income
spectrum are not living in traditional two-parent families.10

Fertility and Family Composition

We turn now to nonmarital fertility, which is a particularly
important indicator because it affects whether women marry,
whether they stay married, and whether they marry an economically attractive man.7
The percentage of births to unmarried women started rising steadily in the 1960s, flattened slightly right after 1996,
began rising again, and now hovers around 41 percent, which
represents about 1.6 million births annually.8 It’s important
to note, however, that the increase in nonmarital births is not
due to an increase in the nonmarital birth rate (the number
of births per 1,000 unmarried women of childbearing age).
Instead, it is largely a consequence of the continuing retreat
from marriage. Unmarried women now make up a larger

Conclusion

Across an array of indicators, there is little demonstrable evidence of large or significant effects of the 1996 welfare reform
legislation on marriage and family formation. Since its enactment 20 years ago, we haven’t seen a return to marriage, a
reduction in out-of-wedlock pregnancies, or a strengthening
of two-parent families. Instead, we have moved toward greater
family complexity and diversified pathways to family formation,
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with patterns diverging by economic status, race, and geography.
That leaves us with several important questions: Will the
effects of welfare reform ultimately show up sometime in the
future, perhaps when the children most impacted begin families of their own? Should we attempt to pull different or more
policy levers to halt the retreat from marriage? Or should we
accept that we are unlikely to return to an earlier period when
marriage rates were high and divorce infrequent? Should we
focus instead on how we can promote healthy relationships and
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THE KIDS
ARE ALL RIGHT
JANET M. CURRIE
Bill Clinton ran on a promise to “end welfare as we know it.” He vetoed
the first two welfare reform bills passed by Congress, but in August 1996,
Congress sent him a third version. He signed the Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA), fulfilling his campaign
pledge and transforming the social safety net for millions of Americans.
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we find that mortality rates have declined even more sharply.
As shown in Figure 1, child mortality rates are higher in poorer
places, but the poorest places have experienced the greatest
declines in mortality.3 Deaths for boys ages 0–4 in the wealthiest counties dropped by 4.2 per 1,000 births between 1990 and
2010, compared with a decline of 8.5 per 1,000 in the poorest
counties.4
Perhaps even more striking is the reduction in mortality
rates among black children. In 1990, black mortality rates were
much higher than white mortality rates, even when comparing
black children in the richest places with white children in the
poorest (6.2 deaths per 1,000 births for black male children in
the richest counties; 4 per 1,000 for white male children in the
poorest counties).5 Thus, on the eve of welfare reform, racial disparities trumped geographic disparities.
In 2010, the mortality rate for black male children in the
richest counties was still higher than the mortality rate for white
male children in the poorest counties, but the gap had narrowed
considerably. When children with multiple races (a growing category) are included in the analysis, black-white child mortality
gaps have closed even further.
Mortality Rates
Overall, we’ve seen a significant decline in mortality and
We start with mortality rates because they offer an unambigracial inequality in mortality for children.
uous, though admittedly blunt, measure of how children’s
This rosy outlook may appear at odds with much of the
fortunes have changed over time. Happily, mortality rates have
recent mortality research showing a large mortality gap between
fallen dramatically for all children since 1990.2
the rich and poor in the United States. But these studies focus
When we examine trends for children in poor U.S. counties,
on Americans in middle age, and thus the
gap largely reflects past health history and
FIGURE 1. Three-Year Mortality Rates Across County Groups Ranked by Poverty Rates, Aged 0–4
other factors such as drug and alcohol use.6
As Figure 1 shows, the income mortality
gradient now is relatively shallow among
White Females
Black Females
White Males
Black Males
young children.
8

PRWORA was a sweeping piece of legislation—it ended cash
entitlements to welfare recipients, imposed work requirements,
created tough child support enforcement mechanisms, and
much more.
Twenty years later, we know that welfare rolls shrunk and
employment rates of single mothers rose after PRWORA went
into effect in July 1997, and we also know that many parents lost
their only source of cash income and now struggle to survive on
less than $2 per person per day.1
But welfare reform involved more than just PRWORA.
Indeed, there have been many changes to safety net programs
since PRWORA, including expansions of Medicaid and the
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). In this article, we pose the
following question: Has the overall set of changes to the safety
net since PRWORA improved outcomes for children?
To answer that question, we look at several measures of child
well-being—mortality rates, teen pregnancy, drug use, and high
school graduation rates—and find that across all these measures, poor children are much better off today.
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It’s not enough to say that children are
simply surviving at higher rates than they
were prior to welfare reform. We must also
examine quality-of-life metrics to determine
whether children are living healthier, more
promising lives.
Research shows that healthier children grow up to be healthier adults, and
improvements in children’s health today
would suggest that mortality inequality
in old age is likely to decline in the future
(though it may be higher among those who
are currently middle-aged).7
In 1996, more than 40 percent of eighth
graders reported using alcohol. By 2015,
that statistic had fallen by half.8 Similarly,
the fraction of teenagers who smoke has
declined significantly. Lifetime usage fell
32.4 percentage points for 12th graders
from 1996 to 2015, while daily use fell 16.7
percentage points.9
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PERCENTAGE

Smoking is a leading cause of poor
FIGURE 2. Percentage of 24- to 29-Year-Olds with Four Years of High School or More
health in the United States, and many of its
ill effects are irreversible even after smokers
have quit. The significant drop in lifetime
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smoking rates for 12th graders—from 63.5
90
percent to 31.1 percent—should translate
into a much healthier population in the
80
future.
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Finally, in one of the biggest public
60
health successes of the past few decades,
the teen pregnancy rate has declined pre50
cipitously. In 1990, the teen pregnancy rate
40
for African-Americans was 116 births per
30
1,000 women, and by 2014, it had fallen to
35.10 Declines are also evident for Hispanics
20
and whites. Though teen births still occur
10
disproportionately to blacks and Hispanics
0
compared to whites, racial and ethnic gaps
All
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in teen pregnancy have narrowed apprecia1990
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bly.
Source: Current Population Survey.
Rising obesity rates among children are
one caveat to this positive picture. However,
the most recent national surveys suggest
the trend has reversed among children 11 and younger, suggestFirst, starting in the late 1980s and continuing through the
ing that heightened awareness of the dangers of obesity and
1990s, Medicaid was expanded to cover all poor children and
policy responses are having an effect.11
many children in lower-income working families, rather than
only covering the children of welfare recipients. In addition,
Educational Attainment
the creation of the State Children’s Health Insurance Program
Moving beyond health-related metrics, we turn now to edu(SCHIP) in 1997 expanded public health insurance for poor
cational attainment, because it’s such an important factor in
pregnant women and children. Today, 48 percent of all births
determining children’s future prospects.
are paid for by Medicaid.14 Several recent papers compare the
High school graduation rates have risen across the board, as
first cohorts to have access to expanded public health insurance
shown in Figure 2. Yet echoing the pattern seen for child mortalwith older cohorts born just before the expansion of coverage.
ity and teen pregnancy, blacks and Hispanics have made large
This research shows clear improvements in health for children
gains relative to whites, narrowing ethnic and racial gaps in eduwho became eligible for public health insurance.15 Because these
cational attainment.
children have benefitted from health insurance their entire lives,
The overall increase in high school graduation rates helps to
they are in better health now, and we should expect continued
explain the results of a recent study showing dramatic increases
health benefits as they enter adulthood.
in mortality rates among white females who drop out of high
Second, Congress expanded the EITC in 1993, with the goal
school.12 Because there were 66 percent fewer white female
of eliminating poverty for those who work full-time. In the same
high school dropouts in 2010 than in 1990, the recent mortality
year, Congress added more money for the Food Stamp Program
statistics are drawn from a different—and far more disadvan(now called the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program),
taged—group of people.13
which has continued to expand over time. Both reforms provided additional resources to children who lived in qualifying
The Role of Policy
households. Studies show that these changes have had positive
If we accept that children are better off today in many tangible
impacts, especially for the most vulnerable children.16
respects than they were in the 1990s, we still have to ask: What
Finally, in response to growing evidence about the imporrole did welfare reform play? What other factors may have contance of preschool environments, many states developed or
tributed to the improvement in children’s fortunes?
expanded their public child care and preschool programs, and
It is difficult to disentangle the effects of welfare reform from
such programs now serve more children than Head Start. Of
the economic and other changes that have occurred since the
course, many of these programs are effectively modeled on
1990s, and we will not endeavor to do so here. However, we will
Head Start, and both Head Start and state preschool programs
provide a brief overview of some of the most significant policy
have been shown to improve the short- and long-term outcomes
changes that were intended to address children’s well-being.
of poor children.17
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Conclusion

On many indicators, children are much better off today than
they were before PRWORA, especially poor children and African-American children. Indeed, the improvement in children’s
fortunes suggests that policy may be able to buffer the health
effects of economic inequality.
While these trends likely reflect, at least in part, other
PRWORA-era developments (e.g., economic expansion and
other policy and cultural changes), improvements in child
well-being over the past 20 years are clear. Despite the strong
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Did Welfare Reform Increase
Employment and Reduce Poverty?
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In 1935, in the midst of the Great Depression, Congress created a welfare program to provide
cash to poor families with “dependent” children. The new program—called Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC)—was meant to provide financial assistance to single mothers, mostly widows, so they could stay home with their children instead of going to work.
For 60 years, AFDC endured as the country’s best-known
cash assistance program for the poor, until Congress replaced
it in 1997 with the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF) program. In a dramatic departure, the new welfare law
introduced time limits and work requirements with the goals of
encouraging work and discouraging “dependency.”
Were those goals realized? There is of course a swirl of opinions on this question. In this article, we review the high-quality
research on the law’s effects on work and poverty, with the simple objective of examining whether welfare reform succeeded in
reducing dependence on welfare and increasing self-sufficiency.

Was Welfare Recipiency Discouraged?

It is useful to begin by asking whether the new welfare regime
affected the number of people on the welfare rolls. The data
make it clear that over the past half century, the number of
people receiving welfare has fluctuated dramatically. As Figure
1 shows, the number of AFDC recipients rose sharply during
the welfare explosion of the 1960s, then flattened over the next
two decades, before peaking in 1994 with more than 14 million
AFDC recipients.1
It then started falling, declining by 40 percent over the next
three years, coincident with the transition from AFDC to TANF.
By 2000, half as many people were receiving welfare. Even the

FIGURE

Great Recession in 2007–2009 caused only a small increase in
caseloads. By 2013, about 4.1 million people collected welfare,
about the same number as in 1964.2 Thus, it’s clear that many
fewer people depend on welfare assistance now than before the
enactment of welfare reform.
But how much of a role did welfare reform play in driving
people off the rolls? It’s hard to say because it’s difficult to isolate
the effect of welfare reform from the effects of other important
economic changes. Three years before the passage of welfare reform, Congress expanded the generosity of the Earned
Income Tax Credit (EITC), increasing the financial incentives to
low-wage work. Additionally, over the same period, the economy
boomed and the unemployment rate dropped to historic lows,
from 7.5 percent in 1992 to 4.0 percent in 2000.3
Many studies have tried to disentangle the various factors
at play. While welfare reform unquestionably contributed to
the decline, many of the initial studies focused on the role of
the strong economy. Geoffrey Wallace and Rebecca Blank estimated that 28–35 percent of the reduction in welfare caseloads
in 1997–1998 was due to the enactment of TANF, and other
studies put the number even lower.4
But looking at the longer-term trends, it now appears that
those initial estimates were too low. As Figure 1 shows, caseloads did not increase significantly during the mild recession

1. AFDC/TANF Recipients, 1960–2013
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FIGURE

2. Work Rates of Never-Married Women, Aged 20–49 with a High School Education or Less, 1991–2013
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of 2000–2001 or during the Great Recession, when unemployment rose to 9.6 percent, suggesting that studies conducted in
the early years of welfare reform may have underestimated its
effects. It now appears that welfare reform drove the reduction
in caseloads.

increase in employment.8 For example, Jeffrey Grogger concluded that the expansion of the EITC appears to have been the
“most important single factor in explaining why female family
heads increased their employment over the 1993–1999 period.”9

The Effect on Employment

Given the mass exodus from the welfare rolls, we want to know
whether the transition from welfare to work improved the financial circumstances of those who would have received welfare.
In other words, did welfare reform actually raise people out of
poverty?
As discussed above, a substantial portion of welfare recipients who left welfare were successful in finding full-time or
nearly full-time work. Unsurprisingly, women with greater levels of education, better health status, and older children tended
to fare better,10 and many are now better off than when on welfare.
However, many women took low-wage jobs, and the increase
in their earnings was often canceled out by their loss of welfare
benefits, leaving their overall income relatively unchanged.11
And welfare reform seems to have made matters worse for
a significant number of single mothers who lost their welfare
benefits and could not find work. About 40 percent of former
welfare recipients are not working, and Rebecca Blank estimated that 20–25 percent of all low-income single mothers were
neither working nor on welfare in 2007.12
This distribution of effects on earnings is echoed by the trend
in the rates of poverty, deep poverty, and extreme poverty. As
Figure 3 shows, the poverty rate for single mothers had started
falling in the 1980s and kept falling after the passage of welfare
reform. Most of that decline in the poverty rate comes from fam-

If we know that large numbers of Americans—and particularly
women—left the welfare rolls in the 1990s, we next ask: What
happened after they left welfare? Did they join the workforce?
Were they stably employed?
In Figure 2, we compare single women without children to
never-married mothers, who tend to fare worse economically
than divorced or separated women and have the highest rates of
welfare receipt. We find that the employment rates of never-married mothers climbed dramatically starting in the AFDC waiver
period and continued to climb throughout the 1990s.
“Leaver studies”—studies that tracked families who left the
welfare rolls—provide additional insight. Although different
localities used different methodologies, most “leaver studies”
reported that between 53 percent and 70 percent of welfare leavers were ultimately employed after exiting the rolls.5 Over half of
employed leavers worked at least 30 hours per week.6
But again, we have to ask whether this increase in employment is, in fact, attributable to welfare reform. In some of the
available causal studies, welfare reform has been shown to be
responsible for raising employment rates between 2.9 and 3.9
percent.7
It is possible, however, that these estimates overstate the
effects of welfare reform. The main competing claim is that
the introduction and expansion of the EITC drove much of the

The Effects on Earnings and Poverty
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FIGURE

3. Poverty and Deep Poverty Rates of Single Mothers, 1968 –2013
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ilies who used to make between 50 percent and 100 percent of
the poverty line, but whose increased earnings have now raised
them above the poverty threshold.
In contrast, the deep poverty rate—the percentage of families making less than 50 percent of the poverty line—has not
changed much, as Figure 3 again shows. And extreme poverty
has risen sharply. Since the passage of welfare reform, the number of families in extreme poverty has grown dramatically (see
the following piece by H. Luke Shaefer and Kathryn Edin on the
rise of extreme poverty since welfare reform).
This pattern of effects suggests that welfare reform offered
more help to families who were close to the poverty line than to
families mired in deep or extreme poverty.

Components of Reform

Thus far, we’ve considered welfare reform as a whole, but the law
actually comprises many different pieces—work requirements,
time limits, sanctions, block grants, and much more. Did caseloads decline because of work requirements? Did employment
increase because of sanctions? What role did block grants play?
Unfortunately, the research to date has not succeeded in
disentangling the relative contributions of each of these components. The reform was adopted nationally after 1996, providing
little opportunity to perform cross-sectional or cross-state comparisons. Additionally, the different components of welfare
reform are complex and correlated with each other within states,
making measurement difficult.
The upshot: We cannot say with confidence what might have
happened if we had changed just one component of the welfare
system—such as work requirements—while leaving everything
else fixed.

Conclusion

In evaluating the implications of welfare reform for work, there
are three especially important questions, each of which we’ve
sought to take on here. Although the answers are less definitive
than one would like, we would argue that the following answers
reflect the weight of current evidence.
Did welfare reform reduce welfare recipiency? The welfare rolls
indeed plummeted under the influence of welfare reform. If
anything, some of the early studies underestimated the causal
effect of welfare reform itself (as against the effects of economic
expansion).
Did it increase employment? Although there remains some
ambiguity on the relative importance of the EITC and welfare
reform in accounting for changes in employment, it is clear that
welfare reform played an important role. In the initial years after
reform, many more women joined the labor force than even the
reform’s most ardent supporters had hoped.
Did it reduce poverty? There are two sides to the answer to this
question. It would appear that, while welfare reform assisted
families with incomes close to the poverty threshold, it did less
to help families in deep or extreme poverty. Under the current
welfare regime, many single mothers are struggling to support
their families without income or cash benefits. Even women
who are willing to work often cannot find good-paying, steady
employment.
Is it time for another round of reform to address these
remaining problems? The simple answer: Yes.
Robert A. Moffitt is the Krieger-Eisenhower Professor of Economics
at Johns Hopkins University. Stephanie Garlow is Communications
Director at the Stanford Center on Poverty and Inequality.
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S

ince the early 1990s, the safety net for
families with children has been fundamentally reformed. The expansion of the
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) in the early
1990s and of public health insurance in the late
1990s are two classic reforms that are largely
viewed as highly successful.
Yet the legacy of the 1996 Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) remains less
clear. This landmark legislation replaced Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC), which offered an unlimited legal
entitlement to aid among those who could demonstrate need,
with Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), which
ended the legal entitlement to aid and imposed work requirements and lifetime limits.
Early on, we had considerable evidence that the reform
could have heterogeneous effects—that some families would
gain while others would be made worse off. In the 1990s, the
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) conducted randomized evaluations of 11 welfare-to-work programs
that were similar to TANF, although somewhat less stringent.
They found that while 5 programs lowered overall poverty levels
to a statistically significant degree, 6 of 11 sites registered statistically significant increases in deep poverty.1
Soon after implementation of TANF, studies deploying a
variety of data documented the difficulties facing “disconnected”
mothers—those cut off from both work and welfare.2 In an
essay marking the 20th anniversary of welfare reform, one of
the legislation’s architects, Ron Haskins, wrote of the research
on disconnected mothers:
[E]very study shows that disconnected mothers and their
children have very low incomes. ... Every study shows that
disconnected mothers have serious barriers to work. ...
It follows that disconnected mothers are a serious policy
issue, that its magnitude is increasing, and that in two
decades the nation has not figured out how to address the
problem.3
Several other early studies examining direct measures of
well-being also began to warn that children who were especially
vulnerable might be experiencing harm due to welfare reform,
even in the context of a strong economy. Analyses exploiting data
from both the pre-TANF welfare waivers and the differential
implementation of TANF across states suggested that reductions in benefits and specific features such as family caps and
sanctions may have increased the number of children in foster
care.4 Other studies found that welfare reform likely reduced
rates of breastfeeding among affected families,5 and it may have
led to modest reductions in prenatal care and increased risk of
low birth weight.6
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A major limitation in our understanding of TANF’s impact
on families is that too few studies assess the impact of welfare
reform using data primarily drawn after the early 2000s. After
2000, the economy weakened, and the trend lines in labor force
participation and TANF caseloads both fell over time. Economist
James Ziliak writes:
Taken together, the results from leaver studies, from demonstrations, and from national samples suggest that many
women were worse off financially after welfare reform,
especially at the bottom of the distribution. But this result
becomes clear only if data post-2000 are brought to bear.7
Ziliak’s review underscores the point that over time—particularly post-2000—welfare reform has increasingly stratified the
outcomes of poor families with children, just as the MDRC random assignment demonstrations of similar programs suggested
it might. The amount of federal dollars flowing to poor families
grew as a result of the changes made to social welfare policy during the 1990s, but not uniformly so. More aid is now available to
working poor families via refundable tax credits and expanded
eligibility for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). But the amount of assistance for non-working
families has decreased, and what remains has shifted away from
cash and toward in-kind benefits.8

The Rise of $2-a-Day Poverty

In 2010, Kathryn Edin—who had spent years talking with welfare recipients in the period just prior to welfare reform—began
to encounter something markedly different from anything she
had seen previously: families with no visible means of cash
income from any source. As we write in $2.00 a Day: “[W]hat
was so strikingly different from a decade and a half earlier was
that there was virtually no cash coming into these homes.” This
key insight motivated our book, $2.00 a Day.
We first tested this hypothesis using the Survey of Income
and Program Participation (SIPP), where we saw a striking
spike in the number of households with children reporting cash
incomes of no more than $2 per person, per day over a month,
calendar quarter, and year.9 We have further found that families most affected were single-mother households and minority
families—those most likely to have been affected by welfare
reform—and that families in $2-a-day poverty were more likely
to live in parts of the country where TANF was the least accessible, particularly the Appalachian region and the Deep South.10
And our research and that of others finds that families in $2-aday poverty and deep poverty more broadly face higher rates of
material hardship than other poor families that are higher up
the income ladder.11
Yet any finding from household surveys should be scrutinized carefully because some people may not want to reveal
all their sources of income, others may forget some of their
income, and still others may misunderstand the questions. Furthermore, underreporting in household surveys appears to be
getting worse over time. Perhaps our findings from the SIPP

and other surveys were driven primarily by faulty data and rising
rates of underreporting.
A micro-simulation model called TRIM, which is constructed
by the nonpartisan think tank the Urban Institute, corrects Current Population Survey (CPS) data for misreporting.12 Even with
these corrections, survey data remain imperfect.13 But TRIM is
a significant improvement over unadjusted survey data from
the Current Population Survey, and we sought to determine if
results using TRIM matched our previous findings from other
data sources.
Below we chart the number of children under 18 in households reporting annual cash incomes under the $2-a-day
threshold, after correcting for underreporting in TANF and Supplemental Security Income.14 The full bars represent all children
who fit this profile; the blue bars represent the number of children in single-mother households.
In the adjusted TRIM data, the number of all children in $2-aday poverty for an entire calendar year roughly doubled between
1995 and 2007, from 415,000 in 1995 (0.6% of all children) to
821,000 (1.11% of children), before the onset of the Great Recession. The number hit a peak of 1.3 million in 2011 (1.8%), and
remained at 1.2 million (1.6%) in 2012. That is roughly a tripling
between 1995 and 2012 in the number of children in $2-a-day
poverty for a full year.
When we examine the results for children in single-mother
households (in blue) using TRIM, an even more striking finding
emerges. According to TRIM, only 83,000 children in singlemother households were in extreme poverty for an entire year
in 1995. That’s 0.46 percent of all such children that year. That
means in 1995, fewer than 100,000 children were in singlemother families below the $2-a-day threshold annually in the
entire United States, out of about 18 million such children.
According to TRIM, all the children in extreme poverty in 1995
in the United States would have fit into a decent-sized football
stadium.
Following 1995, the number of children in such families
experiencing extreme poverty for an entire year skyrocketed,
hitting 441,000 in 1997 and more than 500,000 in the mid2000s. The count of annual extreme poverty among children in
single-mother families peaked in 2011 at nearly 895,000, and
in the last year in our series it stood at 704,000 (3.5%) in 2012.
These figures reflect a 748 percent increase in the number of
children (660% increase in the percentage) of single-mother
families experiencing annual $2-a-day poverty between 1995
and 2012. If, before, all the children in single-mother families
experiencing extreme poverty could fit into a single football stadium, as of 2012 we had a population living in annual extreme
poverty that was as large as the total number of children in a
large city like, say, Chicago.
How do these adjusted estimates compare with those using
unadjusted annual-recall survey data? Table 1 presents the
adjusted and unadjusted counts for 1995 and 2012. As we would
expect for reasons described in $2.00 a Day and our academic
papers, the TRIM-adjusted estimates of annual extreme poverty
in any given year are lower than the unadjusted counts. We also
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Figure 1. Number of Children in Annual $2-a-Day Poverty in TRIM Data Adjusted for Underreporting
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Table 1. Annual $2-a-Day Poverty Among Children in Single-Mother Households, Adjusted Versus Unadjusted Data
1995

2012

% Change

Adjusted CPS Using TRIM

83,000

704,000

748%

Unadjusted CPS

648,000

1,309,000

102%

% Overstatement

781%

186%

Note: Numbers are rounded to the nearest 1,000.

Note: Numbers are rounded to the nearest 1,000.

find that the TRIM counts of annual extreme poverty are in line
with our previous SIPP estimates of annual extreme poverty
reported elsewhere.15
But while the overall levels of $2-a-day poverty are lower in
any given year in the adjusted TRIM data, the magnitude of
the change between 1995 and 2012 is much greater. If we were
examining only the unadjusted data, we would conclude that
annual $2-a-day poverty among single-mother households doubled between 1995 and 2012. But using the adjusted TRIM data,
extreme poverty grew 748 percent over this period. Correcting
for underreporting doesn’t explain away the rise in $2-a-day cash
poverty since 1996. In fact, it makes the change over time look
even more stark.
What can explain this 748 percent spike? The simple answer:
cuts in cash assistance. Although welfare reform encouraged
employment, by drastically reducing cash assistance it also
pushed many children into extreme poverty. This effect is concentrated among single-mother households. Before reform,
cash assistance set a floor that kept virtually all children out of
extreme poverty. Now more than a half million children live with

a single mother on less than $2 a day.
Reductions in cash assistance also explain an important phenomenon in the data. As shown in Table 1, the degree to which
the CPS overstates extreme poverty significantly decreased after
welfare reform (from 781% to 186% of the TRIM-adjusted data).
How could the overstatement in the CPS decrease while underreporting increased? We argue that the answer to this puzzle is
directly related to the decline of cash assistance, a phenomenon
first identified by Arloc Sherman and Danilo Trisi.16 In essence,
in any given year, some families responding to surveys fail to
report that they received TANF or other benefits, and this problem seems to be getting worse over time. But while the rate of
underreporting is worsening over time,17 the number receiving
cash assistance has also become smaller. Thus, there are far
fewer respondents out there who have the opportunity to forget
this source of income.18
But what about data other than household surveys? Can
we find corroboration outside of the survey form? For this,
we turn to published federal reports on the SNAP program,
which provide an official count of the total number of
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Figure 2. SNAP Households with Children Reporting No Source of Cash Income
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Source: “Characteristics of Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program Households.” Food and Nutrition Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, fiscal years 1995–2015. Reports available by year: https://www.fns.usda.gov/snap/
characteristics-supplemental-nutrition-assistance-households-fiscal-year-2015.

SNAP assistance units with children in the United States
receiving SNAP who report zero cash income. Households
receiving SNAP must verify their income eligibility every
3 to 12 months, depending on the state in which they live
and their status (i.e., singles versus parents with dependent
children). Note that it is a felony to knowingly engage in
SNAP fraud, and the USDA warns applicants that they can
“be fined up to $250,000 and put in prison up to 20 years
or both.”
In 1995, some 289,000 SNAP households with children
reported no source of cash income. That number began to rise
in 2002, and by 2005 it had jumped to about 599,000. By 2015,
this figure had grown to just under 1.3 million, down slightly
from 2014. This represents over a quadrupling of households
reporting zero cash income under penalty of law at the SNAP
office. This result offers further evidence of the dramatic growth
in extreme poverty.

Conclusion

As early as the year 2000, randomized experiments with programs that were designed to closely resemble welfare reform
showed that although the programs reduced poverty overall,
they also increased deep poverty. Since that time, research utiliz-

ing numerous nationally representative household surveys and
other data—using a variety of methods—has documented the
stratification of the poor and the rise of disconnected families
and $2-a-day poverty.
Are these results driven by underreporting in survey data?
No. When we control for underreporting, we find that the downward spiral since 1995 is even more dramatic than previously
reported. The same is true of findings from SNAP administrative data. Findings from these more robust sources suggest that
rather than roughly doubling since welfare reform, $2-a-day
poverty tripled or quadrupled. For children in single-mother
families, the change is especially dramatic.
Families at the very bottom in America are hurting, and welfare reform is one of the reasons why. At its 20th anniversary, we
believe it is time for policymakers to accept this fact and finally
start the process of reforming a reform that left so many behind.
H. Luke Shaefer is Associate Professor of Social Work and Public
Policy and Director of the Poverty Solutions Initiative at the University of Michigan. Kathryn Edin is Bloomberg Distinguished Professor
of Sociology and Public Health at Johns Hopkins University. She
leads the poverty research group at the Stanford Center on Poverty
and Inequality.
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State Policy
Choices

The welfare reform of 1996 was conceived
in the main as an experiment with radical
decentralization of policy. How is that
decentralizing experiment faring? Five
experts—Gordon Berlin, Michael Wiseman,
Robert Greenstein, Raquel Hatter, and
Don Winstead—weigh in.
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The Tug of War Between Worrying About Poverty and Worrying About Dependency
Gordon Berlin, President, MDRC

H

istorically, there’s been a tug of war between those who
worry about dependency and those who worry about poverty, a tug of war that is revealed in the ways in which states have
implemented the TANF program. This variability in implementation plays out across four key issues: the allocation of block
grants, the implementation of time limits on the receipt of assistance, the design of cash assistance programs, and the design of
welfare-to-work policies. I briefly review how these issues have
evolved since the passage of welfare reform and, in particular,
how states have differed in their approach to worrying about
dependency and poverty.
Block Grants: The flexibility of the block grant gave enormous
discretion to the states to choose how to spend their TANF dollars. Under the maintenance-of-effort provision, states were
required to maintain their TANF spending at 80 percent of
the level of their historical welfare spending. However, states
were allowed to use that money on any programs that helped
achieve the TANF goals, including providing cash assistance,
promoting independence, reducing out-of-wedlock births, and
promoting marriage. Over time, the states spent less and less
money on basic cash assistance. In 1997, 70 percent of TANF
maintenance-of-effort dollars went toward basic assistance.
By 2014, that figure had fallen to 26 percent.1 Thus, the block
grant has devolved into a form of revenue sharing for the states,
and as a result, TANF is no longer principally a cash assistance
program for the poor. Thus, on this dimension, worries about
dependency have come to dominate worries about reducing or
ameliorating deep poverty via cash grants.
Time Limits: Time limits on TANF receipt became the most
controversial provision in the law, but exceptions were permitted from the beginning. For example, time limits didn’t apply
to child-only cases, and states were also permitted to use TANF
funds to provide assistance to 20 percent of families in the
TANF program beyond 60 months. Time limits nonetheless
sent an important message: Caseworkers and clients alike were
very aware during those first few years that welfare was ending.
However, in practice work and eligibility noncompliance determinations end more cases than time limits do. Unsurprisingly,
policies vary dramatically from state to state. About half of TANF
families live in states that rarely or never close cases because of
time limits.2 On the other hand, a quarter of TANF families live
in states that usually terminate benefits after 60 months. On
this dimension, then, we see much state variability in resolving
the tug of war between dependency and poverty.
Cash Assistance Program: The third big decision for the states
was how to design cash assistance programs, and again, they
ended up with a mind-boggling number of variations. The
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monthly cash grant amount for a family of three with no income
is $170 in Mississippi, yet it totals $923 in Alaska.3 Almost all
states allow welfare recipients to keep some of their welfare
grant as they begin to earn money. But a few don’t: The amount
of income that is excluded from eligibility determination varies
dramatically, from zero in Arkansas to 100 percent (up to the
federal poverty level) in Connecticut.4 The tug of war was, here
again, resolved in very different ways in different states.
Welfare-to-Work Policies: For welfare-to-work policies, the
states had much more limited options. The law restricted the
extent to which participation could be conditional on training,
education, or job search, while also requiring that 50 percent of
recipients work 30 hours a week. These were unrealistic requirements that no state could achieve. But the states had an escape
hatch, known as the “caseload reduction credit.” It reduced a
state’s work requirement participation rate, point by point, for
any fall in the welfare caseload. This brought the effective work
rate target to zero in most states in the early years. Congress
tried to strengthen the law and the work requirements in the
Deficit Reduction Act of 2005, which led to a renewed effort
to circumvent the requirement. Because the states did not have
expansive control over the welfare-to-work requirements, they
instead often exercised discretion at the point of entry into welfare by establishing stringent eligibility requirements; applying
strict re-enrollment criteria; and requiring proof of residency,
a home visit, and a work test. These rules, taken together with
the time-limit message and work requirements, likely kept the
caseload down during the Great Recession and thus revealed,
here again, an abiding worry with dependency.
In conclusion, spending on basic assistance has declined
from about $21 billion in FY 1997 to roughly $8 billion today.5
Take-up rates among eligible individuals have plummeted from
roughly 85 percent under AFDC to about 30 percent under
TANF.6 But the number of children in deep poverty has risen
by nearly 50 percent.
It follows that the ongoing tug of war between those who
worry about dependency and those who worry about poverty
has, on balance, been resolved in favor of the former. Dependency is clearly down but at the cost of a rise in deep poverty
and without a commensurate increase in self-sufficiency, which
after all is the ultimate objective of TANF’s focus on work. At the
same time, TANF’s maintenance-of-effort flexibility has resulted
in much of the block grant dollars being spent on a category
called “other.” Increasing self-sufficiency and improving the targeting of TANF dollars should be at the top of any future reform
agenda.
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Why Haven’t the States Become Authentic “Laboratories of Democracy”?
Michael Wiseman, Research Professor of Public Policy, Public Administration, and Economics,
George Washington University

C

onsider two extreme depictions of what states do. One is
the “laboratories of democracy” model. This model presumes a common national interest in providing aid to the poor,
and in consequence there are benefits to be gained nationally
from allowing flexibility for states to try alternative strategies
and tactics. Over time, this experimentation is anticipated to
clarify which strategies and tactics work best. As this knowledge is exchanged, we would expect some convergence in
procedures across states, and we would expect public support
for welfare to grow because experimentation teaches how to
gain more for the buck.
An alternative, the “suspicious states” model, begins with
the presumption that the central function of state government
is to save money for state taxpayers. While some common
national interest in providing aid to the poor exists, responses
to this interest by state governments are tempered by suspicion about authenticity of the need of those seeking help and
concern that other states are shirking and thereby creating,
through low taxes, a competitive economic advantage. In this
model, managers gain little benefit from improving aid to the
poor, and consequent lack of progress erodes political support.
Famously, the 1996 law established four goals (or at least
purposes) for state TANF programs: helping families, ending
dependence by promoting work and marriage, reducing outof-wedlock pregnancy, and sustaining two-parent families.
With four objectives, policy theorists tell us that states need
at least four “instruments” (policies). The laboratory model
would predict that the challenges posed by the multiple TANF
objectives would stimulate cross-state collaboration in finding
policies that work, possibly even leading to some specialization
in research. But despite an initial increase in welfare funding,
the new funding mechanism came with an effect on prices.
Any dollar saved from welfare operation is, on the margin, a
dollar gained for other state purposes. This was not true under
AFDC. The price effect encourages contraction and management retrenchment.
TANF also came bundled with a participation standard that

requires, among other things, that half of adult recipients be
engaged in work-related activities at any point in time. This
requirement is odd. It focuses on process, not outcome—the
architects didn’t trust states to really make work an obligation.
There is also no basis for the choice of the 50 percent value.
And the same standard applies to all states, yet the resources
nominally differ by a factor of eight between the worst- and bestoff states. Federal assistance per poor child is a positive function
of state per capita income. This makes the TANF “playing field”
dramatically uneven and discourages accomplishment comparison.1
Returning to the two models, my point is that while the
laboratory model is celebrated, the outcome seems hardly
consistent with it. The laboratories have produced very little
innovation. The convergence that the laboratory model predicts
is also missing. There is far more variation across states in the
help that an applicant might receive than existed under AFDC,
and, at least with respect to cash benefits, the variation is growing. There are currently 39 different ways of adjusting benefits
when recipients take jobs. It is hard to link observed variation in
benefits or other program components to anything other than
race, political culture, ill-informed choice, and the lingering
influence of AFDC funding. The laboratory model also predicts
increasing political viability of the system. But the constriction
of basic assistance and lack of innovation seems, if anything, to
signal a diminution of political support since 1996.
My bottom line is this: Without significant craftsmanship,
the portent of what we now know about TANF for the future
is continued constriction and ossification as stakeholder resistance to changing the system grows. To be sure, there are some
places where program operations, if not admirable, are at least
decent. But the job of national political leadership would seem
to be to establish mechanisms for identifying the exemplary
and for leading others to emulation. Adding a new objective,
even something as admirable as “reducing poverty,” will not
change the dynamic because, taken alone, such words do not
change incentives.
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A Shrunken TANF
Robert Greenstein, President, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities

W

hy is there now so little cash assistance delivered via
TANF? The answer to this question can be found in the
two defining features of the TANF block grant: very broad state
flexibility and fixed funding. A key design problem with TANF
involves the intersection of these two features. That is, states
have excessive flexibility in choosing how to spend their TANF
money, yet they face near-constant financial pressure because
they’re required to balance their budgets every year. There’s
enormous temptation to use federal TANF money to fund services the state had previously been funding, thus freeing up
those state dollars to plug budget holes. On top of that, federal
block grant dollars have been frozen since 1996, causing a big
erosion in their purchasing power.
As a result, we’ve experienced a large decrease in the share
of TANF money going to three key areas: job training and other
employment services, child care, and basic cash assistance.
The share of poor children and families that receive assistance
through TANF has fallen significantly. In the mid-1990s, for
every 100 poor families with children, about 70 received cash
assistance through AFDC. Today, for every 100 poor families
with children, only 23 get cash aid through TANF, and in about
a dozen states, it’s fewer than 10.1 Additionally, poor families
that do receive cash assistance have experienced large declines
in benefits. The TANF benefit level in most states is below 30
percent of the poverty line. In 30 states, the TANF benefit level
is below half of the fair market rent, which is the basic rent for
a modest apartment.2 And states provide very little job training,
particularly for people with the greatest barriers to employment.
What does this reduction in assistance mean for poor children? It likely reduces their opportunities for mobility. In a
landmark study, Hilary Hoynes, Diane Schanzenbach, and
Douglas Almond compared counties that had access to food
stamps in the early 1970s with counties that didn’t. They found
that young children with access to food stamps not only had
more food on the table in the short term, but also benefited
significantly in the long term in the form of health improvements, increases in high school graduation rates, and, among

girls, greater self-sufficiency in adulthood. There’s also important early-stage research showing that, on average, very poor
children experience higher levels of toxic stress, which appears
to be linked to impairments in brain development that then
can impact health, school performance and employment, and
earnings in adulthood. This line of research suggests that significantly reducing assistance for very poor children could harm
their employment and earnings as adults.
It may be surprising that even though TANF is not faring
well, one of the main welfare reform proposals now being put
forward entails emulating TANF. I’m referring here to the proposal to extend TANF-style work requirements to other safety
net programs, including the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP), Medicaid, and housing programs. Given the
critical role these programs play in helping families meet basic
needs, this isn’t a policy choice we should make without solid
evidence that it will improve outcomes for families and not put
children at greater risk. For example, compared with TANF,
SNAP has been very responsive in recessions, and it plays a
particularly important role in the South, where cash-assistance
benefit levels have historically been lower. A growing body of
evidence attests to the importance of income and income-like
support (e.g., SNAP) in early childhood. The TANF experience
strongly indicates that imposing rigid work requirements, capping federal funding, and according states vast flexibility over
program funds would likely result in the removal of significant
resources from poor children and could put many at risk of serious problems, including homelessness.
We should not take this risk unless we have clear evidence
that we are getting substantial returns in exchange that outweigh these drawbacks. But we don’t have such evidence. A
major study is currently under way testing various approaches
to work requirements and work supports in SNAP in multiple
states. Let’s wait for the evidence, rather than rushing to impose
work requirements across the safety net, with possible adverse
effects on poor children.
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The Practitioner’s Perspective
Dr. Raquel Hatter, Former Commissioner, Tennessee Department of Human Services;
Deputy Director of Human Services, The Kresge Foundation

W

e need to improve TANF so that it works better both for
the families who receive TANF and for the human services workers who administer it. I briefly review six areas in
which improvements are needed.
Reduce Bureaucracy. The first item on my list: States need
the freedom to move away from the TANF-mandated focus on
counting outputs. It is important in this regard not to confuse
output counting with actual outcomes and real impact. This is
because output counting has nothing to do at the end of the
day with a formal evaluation of what’s working and what’s not.
It’s just output counting. And the costs of output counting are
high: Tennessee has a human services family assistance staff
of more than 1,500 who spend most of their time counting
work participation activity. The requirements are tedious and
time-consuming—there are core and noncore activities, subcategories within the core activities, rules about counting studying
hours, and on and on. As a result, the staff is consumed with
laborious tasks that don’t serve to move people forward. We need
to free up their time to deliver services that make a difference.
Simplify. The second item: Let’s make the rules governing
TANF simpler. It is difficult enough for human services staff to
navigate the TANF system, but it’s near impossible for the families living in poverty who are trying to use these services. These
families are already under a lot of stress, and the complexities
of the current TANF system only exacerbate that stress. We can
simplify.
Eliminate Fiscal Cliffs. Third, the TANF regulations often
create a fiscal cliff in which benefit levels decline more steeply

than earnings increase, resulting in a decrease in total resources
at certain earnings thresholds. I’ve talked to families who are
conflicted about whether to work part-time or full-time, because
taking a full-time job means they will lose a valuable benefit. Our
current system forces families to make these sorts of choices. It
shouldn’t.
Encourage Innovation. Fourth, states need the ability and freedom to innovate; indeed, innovation should be the rule rather
than the exception.
Embrace a Two-Generation Strategy. Fifth, a two-generation
strategy for fighting poverty holds real promise, and we thus
need to experiment much more with it. Two-generation or multigenerational approaches focus on addressing needs of children
and their parents together. Tennessee’s two-generation strategy
focuses on (a) delivering high-quality education for children and
youth, and postsecondary training and education for parents
and caregivers; (b) providing economic supports; (c) focusing
on health and well-being; and (d) building social capital. In any
two-generation or multigenerational strategy, we must of course
stop marginalizing fathers and embrace them instead.
Tackle Inequality. Finally, we must remain mindful that poverty takes on very different forms across groups defined by race,
gender, disability, and other attributes. Too much is at stake to
overlook this elephant that’s always in the room.
And that’s my list. These reforms—if undertaken authentically and with intentionality —would work to maximize human
potential and allow everyone to realize their own version of the
American Dream.
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Building an Evidence-Based TANF in the Sunshine State
Don Winstead, Former Deputy Assistant Secretary for Human Services Policy,
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services;
Principal and Founder, Don Winstead Consulting, LLC

T

here’s a tendency for federal policymakers to believe that
laws were well designed at the national level but poorly
implemented at the state level. Twenty years after the enactment
of welfare reform, it’s important to remember that the primary
statutory purpose of TANF was to increase the flexibility of states
in operating the program. We have been retreating from that
goal ever since.
I have a simple but important point to make here: In Florida,
that flexibility was well exploited, largely because it was used to
build a program around the evidence that was available at that
time. Although Florida has by no means solved the poverty problem, my main point is that Florida’s story is one of using the
flexibility embedded in the welfare reform statute to a good end.
I worked at the Florida Department of Children and Families
during the period of the TANF rollout. Prior to the passage of
welfare reform, Florida had created the Family Transition Act,
which was an AFDC demonstration pilot that operated primarily in Escambia County, Florida. The pilot program limited most
families to 24 or 36 months of cash welfare assistance in any
60-month period and provided a wide array of services and
incentives to help welfare recipients find work.
Based on what we learned from the Family Transition Act, we
concluded that we wanted to build a TANF program with strong
work requirements, financial work incentives, greater access
and funding for child care, time limits, and strong sanctions.
We reached some of these conclusions from formal evaluations,
and others resulted from qualitative observations made by our
caseworkers. Florida’s program today still largely mirrors those
policy choices that we made as a result of our experience with
the Family Transition Act.

It’s a program that’s delivered in many ways. Although there
is a perception—largely warranted on the basis of national
data—that TANF was not countercyclical during the Great
Recession, this was simply not true in Florida. From 2007 to
2010, the adult TANF caseload rose more on a percentage basis
than the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
caseload.
Is Florida’s TANF perfect? Of course not. The first unresolved
issue: What’s the best way to incentivize work? If someone
works full-time but does not earn enough to provide for his or
her family, what strategies work best to fill the gap and “make
work pay”? Should the government provide benefits like food
assistance, child care, or Medicaid to supplement earnings?
Should the minimum wage be increased? Should low-wage
work be subsidized either directly or through tax mechanisms
like the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)? We currently have a
mishmash of all those options, and a more coherent and coordinated policy approach is needed.
The second key challenge is that of responding to the needs
of people who have not been able to sustain employment. Many
families are struggling or disconnected, and we haven’t come up
with a satisfactory way to help them. It may well be helpful here
to explore new policies that support families. As national policymakers consider TANF reauthorization, they need to recognize,
for example, that extended family members often play an important role in caring for children.
The simple conclusion: In taking on these and other
challenges, we need to retain flexibility in how TANF is implemented, as that flexibility is precisely what allows us to respond
to evidence.
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A New Social Compact

T

he next three pieces take on the future of the safety net. The pieces begin
with very different diagnoses of the key threats of the 21st century: the
rise of the gig economy; growing automation; and the perverse incentives in
our existing safety net. When the diagnoses differ, so too do the solutions.
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A New Safety Net for the Gig Economy
Elizabeth Warren, U.S. Senator (D-Massachusetts)

T

he gig economy is here to stay. We need to build new policies and institutions that protect against poverty as the gig
economy spreads.
Basic employment law was written for a very different world
of 40-hour workweeks and 30-year commitments to a single
employer. By contrast, virtually all the net growth in employment in the last decade was in contract employment1—workers
at temp agencies, on-call workers, independent contractors,
and freelancers. Current law leaves gig workers to shoulder
enormous risks with few protections when things go wrong.
Work has changed, and it is now time to modernize employment laws to accommodate the 21st-century workforce, but this
need for change presents a special risk for much of the American workforce. Lobbyists and lawyers from giant companies
and trade associations have seized this moment to press for
changes that would leave workers worse off. They are urging
Congress to roll back employment laws and give their companies a free pass on workers’ rights.
Most gig work comes with a combination of fewer hours,
lower pay, and virtually no traditional benefits.2 The men and
women who work in these jobs often don’t have access to safety
net programs such as unemployment insurance and workers’
compensation. They also don’t have many of the workplace
protections that are guaranteed to traditional employees. The
bottom line is that many gig workers are struggling to put
together any financial security, living paycheck to paycheck
while homeownership and a secure retirement are too distant
even to dream about.
An army of lobbyists will make sure that Washington hears
from the employers, but policymakers also need to look at this
new economy from the workers’ point of view and examine
the tectonic changes that have undermined workers’ ability to
negotiate for a larger share of the wealth they produce. We need
to examine the impact of the erosion of unions, which allow
workers to join together to fight for higher wages and better
benefits, and we should take a hard look at the extreme concentration in markets that stifles competition and drives down
wages.
These trends in our labor market have exposed gaping holes
in worker protection. It’s time to rethink workers’ rights so that

every worker has a chance to build some economic security.
The good news is that we can solve this problem. We’ve done
it before.
More than a century ago, the industrial revolution radically
altered the American economy. Millions moved from farms to
factories. These sweeping changes in our economy generated
enormous wealth. They also wreaked havoc on workers and
their families. Workplaces were monstrously unsafe. Wages
were paltry and hours were grueling.
America’s response wasn’t to abandon the technological
innovations and improvements of the industrial revolution.
We didn’t send everyone back to their farms. Instead, we came
together, and through our government we negotiated new public policies to adapt to a changing economy—to keep the best
parts and get rid of many of the bad.
The list of new laws and regulations was long: A minimum wage. Workplace safety. Workers’ compensation. Child
labor laws. The 40-hour workweek. Social Security. The right
to unionize. This didn’t happen overnight. There were big
fights—over decades—to establish that balance. But once in
place, these policies underwrote the widely shared growth and
prosperity of the 20th century. Now it’s time for a 21st-century
rewrite with workers’ security front and center.
There are a lot of good ideas out there for how we can
strengthen worker security. One is to make sure that workers’
benefits are fully portable, following the worker wherever that
worker goes. Another is to level the playing field by ensuring
that every worker has the right to bargain as a group with whoever controls the terms of their work, and is protected from
retaliation or discrimination for doing so.3 Whichever specific
policies we adopt, we should start with one simple principle:
All workers—no matter when they work, where they work,
who they work for, whether they pick tomatoes or build rocket
ships—should have some basic protections and be able to build
some economic security for themselves and their families.
Nearly 100 years ago, we wrote new rules to protect workers in a changing economy, and with those changes, we helped
build the greatest middle class on the face of the earth. Now it’s
time to write the rules for a 21st-century economy and 21st-century workers—before that once-great middle class disappears.
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The Basic Income Hypothesis
Sam Altman, President, Y Combinator
Elizabeth Rhodes, Basic Income Research Director, Y Combinator Research

E

xtreme poverty in the United States has increased dramatically over the past 15 years, and a growing number of
Americans are experiencing financial precariousness due to the
erosion of the middle class.1 Individuals and communities are
struggling as opportunities increasingly concentrate in urban
areas and among the highly skilled. As technological advances
continue to automate more low-skill jobs and polarize the labor
force, these trends appear poised to continue or even accelerate.
In this context, existing attempts to alleviate poverty and
promote economic security have proved insufficient. The social
safety net, which is predicated on traditional forms of employment, leaves many people cycling in and out of poverty or
categorically ineligible for aid.2 The patchwork of programs is
complex, costly to administer, and difficult to navigate. Take-up
rates are often low—particularly among those most in need—
exacerbating the inefficiency of the system.3
While we should continue to improve existing programs,
we need to explore bold solutions in response to rapid changes
in labor and economic dynamics. Providing a basic income—
giving all Americans enough money to live on with no strings
attached—is one potential solution.
Research points to negative economic, social, and psychological feedback loops that keep individuals without a steady
income “trapped” in poverty.4 A basic income seeks to break
these feedback loops. Unlike in-kind assistance, unconditional
cash transfers give recipients the freedom to meet their specific needs. The security provided by basic income could allow
individuals to pursue further education or job training, engage
in entrepreneurial activities, become more involved in their
communities, or spend additional time caring for children
or the elderly. People could spend more time looking for a
good job rather than accepting the first offer that came along,
thus reducing skill and qualification mismatches and increasing labor productivity.

These are just a few hypotheses of the effects of a basic
income, but there is a conspicuous absence of rigorous research
testing these ideas. Interest in basic income has skyrocketed
lately, but the debate often relies on conjecture, stereotypes, and
studies that are out-of-date, methodologically flawed, or from
a disparate context. To help inform the discussion, we plan to
measure the individual-level effects of a basic income through
a large randomized controlled trial. After enrolling a random
sample of 3,000 low-income individuals across two U.S. states,
1,000 participants will be randomly assigned to receive $1,000
per month for three to five years. We began a small short-term
pilot in 2016 and plan to launch the large-scale study in 2018.
We will conduct extensive quantitative measurement of
outcomes related to individuals’ economic, social, and physiological self-sufficiency and well-being. We will gather data on
how individuals spend their time and money, as well as how a
basic income affects their children and those in their networks.
To ensure that our measurement strategies are accurate and
reflect the latest research, we are partnering with state and local
agencies to collect objective administrative outcomes and with
leading experts in economics, public health, and other fields.
By delving deeper than the labor market participation of
recipients, the study seeks to bridge the divide between economic
and social analyses, generating a nuanced understanding of the
effects of cash transfers. In addition to quantitative analyses, we
will conduct interviews to better understand the mechanisms
of impact, individuals’ experiences, their decision-making processes, and the constraints they face. We want to know how the
cash generates the observed outcomes and why the effects may
vary across participants. This holistic approach to understanding the individual-level effects of basic income will create data
that can be broadly applied to help policymakers and academics
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of future social policies
and programs.
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I

t is an unfortunate truth that many of the most influential critics of today’s safety net are motivated by incorrect
diagnoses of its weaknesses. To some, our policies are wholly
inadequate because advances in technology are destroying jobs.
According to them, it will no longer do to rely on a safety net
that is premised on the availability of work for most who seek
it. Instead, these critics say, we need a universal basic income—
a government-provided guarantee that no one will fall below a
certain income floor.1
Others believe that the safety net has simply become too
stingy. These critics think that work-oriented welfare reforms
have gone too far, pushing many into deep poverty.2 They
would give more generous benefits to the poor and make it
easier for them not to have to work. Because they agree with
universal-basic-income supporters—the two groups overlap
considerably—that the American jobs machine is broken, they
are skeptical of work requirements unless the government guarantees work.
In truth, far from increasing hardship, work-focused safety
net reforms over the past 25 years have done more to reduce poverty among the non-aged than the expansion of unconditional
welfare programs in the preceding 25 years. And the belief that
technology is producing mass joblessness is wholly unsupported by evidence. The future of the safety net lies in expanding
contemporary reforms to encourage work.
Consider, first, the calls for a universal basic income. If technological changes are resulting in fewer jobs for those whose
skills can be automated by robots, we should see soaring productivity growth and high levels of involuntary joblessness as
machines replace humans. Instead, the economy is characterized by anemic productivity growth and declining innovation
and entrepreneurship.3 The unemployment rate, after exceeding 10 percent during the depths of the Great Recession, stood
at 4.1 percent in October 2017—back to pre-recession levels, and
lower than in any of the months between February 1970 and
September 1999.

Some doomsayers argue that the unemployment rate no longer reflects the strength of job markets.4 But the unemployment
rate trends the same way as rates of joblessness that add to the
officially unemployed those who have dropped out of the labor
force despite wanting a job. In part, that is because many who
are out of the labor force are retirees, students, homemakers,
and people with disabilities. But even among prime-workingage men, most of those out of the labor force tell government
surveyors that they do not want a job.5
In 1996, when the nation’s cash welfare program for the nondisabled was reformed, critics insisted that there were no jobs
available for former welfare recipients. However, the employment rate of never-married mothers jumped by 15 percentage
points in the three years from 1996 to 1999, after rising by only
10 points over the previous 16 years. Employment in this group
fell a bit after 2000, but it remains more than 10 points higher
than in 1996. Meanwhile, employment among married mothers rose only modestly, and it was flat among single childless
women.6
Many anti-poverty proposals focus on simply increasing
spending on our current policies or making them more generous by rolling back work requirements and time limits imposed
since the early 1990s. But giving poor families more money can
actually leave them worse off if it causes more of them not to
work. Federal and state governments spent trillions of dollars
on poverty reduction from the late 1960s to the early 1990s,
but poverty among children of single mothers failed to decline
(and single parenthood became more common).7 A universal
basic income scheme could have similar consequences, but on
a larger scale. One surefire way to lower economic growth rates
is to reduce work.
Welfare reform revealed that the perverse incentives built into
our safety net programs—incentives not to work, marry, delay
childbearing, or save—cause many poor families to act in ways
that are detrimental to upward mobility out of poverty. Changing
some of those incentives to promote work and self-sufficiency
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predictably led to more employment and independence. Poverty
rates among the children of single mothers fell after the early
1990s and remain well below early 1990s levels. Deep poverty
rates are no higher than before welfare reform.8
Rather than more generous funding of existing anti-poverty
programs, fewer obligations for their beneficiaries, or basicincome entitlements, what low-income Americans need is a
safety net that helps them to become self-reliant and restores
dignity to their lives. Welfare reform was a huge success in this
regard, as one of us—the one who is not a United States senator—has shown in previous research.9
But most of our safety net programs retain perverse incentives. The one of us who is a United States senator has introduced
legislation to build on the lessons of welfare reform.10 The
Welfare Reform and Upward Mobility Act would tighten workoriented requirements for able-bodied adults receiving benefits
from the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP,
commonly known as the “food stamp” program).
The bill would also create and fund work-promotion programs for able-bodied adults with dependents receiving SNAP
benefits and recipients of cash benefits from the Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program. These work
programs would surround beneficiaries with resources like
vocational education, job training, community service programs, and job search assistance but would require participation

in these programs for most nonworking beneficiaries. States
would be required to have three-quarters of eligible recipients
participating. Single parents would be exempt from penalties
if they have a child under age 6 and cannot find appropriate
child care. All single parents with children under the age of 1 are
exempt from work requirements.
Finally, the Welfare Reform and Upward Mobility Act would
block-grant nine federal housing programs and allow states
greater flexibility to spend the funds on housing. It requires
federal evaluation of state best practices to promote effective
programs. Through state experimentation, we can discover the
best ways to help low-income Americans, just as state flexibility
in the early 1990s informed federal welfare reform.
Other policymakers and thinkers have proposed additional
ideas to reform the safety net in ways that encourage work, family, responsible childbearing, and saving, including reforms
of the Earned Income Tax Credit. States should be allowed to
experiment with these approaches so that we can discover what
works best to reduce poverty and promote upward mobility.
Returning to the unconditional policies of the past would do
more harm than good, as would guaranteed incomes or jobs
that would hurt their intended beneficiaries even as they exacerbate unsustainable federal deficits. The evidence is unfavorable
for these approaches, and their advocates ignore the facts at the
risk of making things worse for those who need our help.
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